Questions to answered by the teacher(s) before a school tour:

1. How many students will be coming to the Museum? ______
2. Are there any students with:
   a. Special needs? __________________________
   b. Mobility issues? __________________________
   c. Language issues? __________________________
   d. Hearing issues? __________________________
   e. Other concerns? __________________________
3. Any specific artists/art that the students want to see? ______
   __________________________________________
4. Will there be any chaperones touring with the students? ______
   If so, how many? ______
5. Any other concerns/questions? __________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

Thank you for your answers to these questions!

See you at the Museum!
Things to tell the CCS teacher(s) before their museum visit:

Please divide the students into ____ groups ahead of the visit;
The students should wear name tags;
The students and teachers should leave their backpacks on the bus;
The students should not bring their cellphones;
The students may leave their coats on the bus, if the weather permits;
and CMA encourages one (1) chaperone per group, if possible.